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What will we cover?
• "Alternative" investment strategies – why are we having this

conversation?
• Why super in the first place?
• Alternatives to super
• Alternatives vs super
• Your role as financial planners
• Super versus other alternatives 
• Risk management/profiling 
• Asset allocation in super



Why are we having this conversation?
 Superannuation – the new political "one-stop shop"

 Confusion and misconceptions around recent changes
 Even the ATO gets it wrong!

 Time to look beyond the "noise" and hit the pause button!

 Remind ourselves why we’ve promoted super in the first 
place



Why super in the first place?
 Tax effective...

 …savings
 …income and capital growth
 …retirement

 Asset protection & estate planning
 bankruptcy
 family law
 family provision claims
 notional estate (NSW)

 Insurance (AALs)

 Ability to dictate beneficiaries (BDBNs)

 Access to greater investment opportunities



Pause to reflect…

Have the recent super changes really disturbed the legal, 
taxation and philosophical fundamentals for choosing super in 

the first place?



Alternatives to super?
 Personal & jointly owned investments

 investment bonds
 SMAs
 managed funds
 shares

 Trusts

 family discretionary
 hybrid
 unit

 Others?



"Alternatives" vs super
 Tax

 Asset Protection

 Estate Planning

 Are trusts what they’re cracked up 
to be?

Alternatives vs super – who wins?



Your role as planners
 Look beyond the noise and hysteria

 Don’t forget your fundamentals
 Diversification
 Best Interests Duty

 Keep asking the "what", "why" and "how“
 What do your clients want?
 Why do they want it?
 How can you achieve it?

 Is it ultimately about tax? Is it about asset protection?
Or about future generations?

 Remember: you’re the front line!
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Risk Management/Asset Allocation Considerations 
for Superannuation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Hi, my name is Chhai Ung. I’m a director at Banyan Tree Investment Group.- I’ll be going through risk management and asset allocation considerations for superannuation. - Both these concepts are not broken despite the legislative changes to the Superannuation Act and FOFA reforms.



Alternatives to Super…

Alternative investments to fund life after retirement include:

 Equities? Domestic/International?

 Manage Funds? Active/Passive?

 Investment bonds?

 Hedge Funds/Private Equity Funds?

 Fixed income securities such as Hybrid Securities & Notes?

 Alternatives such as FX, Commodities, Direct Property (Commercial & Residential)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- My underpinning thoughts which I hope ripple throughout my section of the presentation is that there are certainly alternatives to Superannuation which can fund life after retirement, which has always been the case. - You have weigh the pros and cons of each for your clients.- These include: direct equities, both domestic and international equities.- Managed Funds – both active and passive fund managers.- Investment bonds.- Hedge funds and private funds.- Fixed income securities such as hybrids and notes.- Other alternatives such as FX, Commodities, Direct Property (Both Commercial & Residential).- These are essentially your range of investments option that can fund life after retirement. These options can be certainly chosen as part of asset allocations within Super and for additional funds when salary sacrificing or separate to super itself. But to do so has implications for Tax including capital gains tax, Insurance benefits and flexibility around your clients access to cash flow before and after the age of retirement.



Superannuation is not broken…

 Superannuation – The model is not broken despite regulatory reforms.

 Superannuation is not an investment!

 Superannuation is simply a trust structure that holds investments in accordance to the rules of the trust.

 Superannuation is still an appropriate and the best vehicle to pay for life after
retirement…(especially in terms of tax and insurance benefits)…

 These “alternative investments” are also available to you via Super…

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- As Cristean has argued, Super is not broken despite FOFA and reforms around the Superannuation Act.- Super isn’t an investment; it is a trust structure that holds investments in accordance with the rules of the trust.- Super is still an appropriate vehicle to fund life after retirement for clients. - The alternatives which we mentioned in the prior slide are still options within super and certainly when we do risk profiling/asset allocation.



Example of a model portfolio…Risk mgmt. 
and asset allocation considerations?

Risk profiling and asset allocation…

1. Identify the risk profile of the 
client.

2. Set the asset allocation…by 
selection of the fund managers 
or securities itself. 

1

2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- For the rest of my presentation, I was going to give a quick reminder on risk profiling for clients and asset allocation.- When we meet clients, it’s crucial that you identify their risk profile – their propensity to take risks for their level of return.- And then secondly to examine asset allocation and identify the securities that will meet the client’s return objectives for the level of risk identified when they were profiled.



Risk management (Risk Profiling and Asset 
Allocation) within Superannuation?

 Most super funds let you choose a range of investment options. The difference between 
investment options is mainly how much investment risk you are willing to take on.

 Key points on selecting investment options are:
 Strategy behind each investment option
 Investment returns it aims for
 Risks involved

 Superannuation funds provide “default asset allocation”. This means the superannuation will
develop an asset allocation that will “hopefully” suit the majority of the members in the fund.
 What these default funds often fail to take into account is that the “one size does not fit all” 

approach, may be appropriate for one person but not be appropriate for another person

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- So just a reminder to everyone. - Super lets you choose a range of investment options. - The differences in options is the amount of risk your client is willing to take.- Key points to selecting these options is one, the strategy behind each option; two the investment returns and three, the risk involved.- It is worth noting that super funds do provide a default asset allocation, but this by no means suits everyone. One size does not fit all.



Types of Investment Options…

 Growth: Invests around 85% in ‘growth assets’ such as shares or property. Aims for higher average 
returns over the long term. This also means higher losses in bad years than those you would 
experience with lower risk options. You may also be able to invest in a 'high growth' option with 
100% in growth assets.

 Balanced: Invests around 70% in growth assets, and the rest in fixed interest and cash. Aims for
reasonable returns, but less than growth funds to reduce risk of losses in bad years. Those losses
usually occur less frequently than in the growth option. You may also be able to invest in a
'moderate' option with around 50% in growth assets and 50% in defensive assets.

 Conservative: Invests around 30% in growth assets with the majority in defensive assets such as
fixed interest and cash. Aims to reduce the risk of loss and therefore accepts a lower return over
the long term. There is less chance of having a bad year than in the balanced or growth options.

 Cash: Invests 100% in deposits with Australian deposit-taking institutions or in a 'capital 
guaranteed' life insurance policy. This option aims to guarantee your capital and accumulated 
earnings cannot be reduced by losses on investments.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Here are the different types of investment options:- 1) growth which is typically 85% in growth assets such as shares or property. An extension of growth is high growth profile with 100% allocation to growth assets.- 2) balanced profile which is typically 70% in growth assets such as shares or property. An more defensive approach is a moderate profile which is 50% in growth assets and 50% in defensive assets.- 3) conservative profile which invests ~30% in growth assets and the remainder in defensive assets.- 4) then for extremely risk averse clients, all cash portfolios may be appropriate.



Considerations…

 Ask your clients what they are comfortable with.
 Considerations include…

 Age
 How comfortable they are with investment risk
 How long before they are able to access their funds
 Their retirement goals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- The returns from growth to cash portfolios are on a sliding scale from high to low, commensurate with the level of risk taken.- Considerations in determining the risk profiles include : a clients age, and how comfortable they are with the investment risk, the time before they are able to access their funds and their retirement goals.



Return expectations…

Source: ASIC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Here’s a page from ASIC on indicative returns for the different risk profiles.- For example for growth, a $10,000 investment has high volatility, expected return of 6.2% and expected losses of ~4-5yrs out of 20 years.- In contrast, an extremely defensive asset allocation has very ow volatility and 0 years of losses in 20 years, but lower returns of 2.9% as a result.- The other risk profiles are somewhere in between.



Example of a model portfolio…Risk mgmt. 
and asset allocation considerations?

Risk profiling and asset allocation…

1. Identify the risk profile of the 
client.

2. Set the asset allocation…by 
selection of the fund managers 
or securities itself. 

1

2

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- With all due respect to ASIC, I would not focus on the expected returns of these risk profiles as this may change with security selection with asset allocation, which is a major driver of returns.



Concept of Asset Allocation

 A major driver behind superannuation investment returns is asset allocation set in superannuation 
funds.

 Asset Allocation = where and how much clients have invested in each asset class.

 Assets are classed as cash, fixed interest (Government and corporate bonds), property, Australian 
and global shares and alternatives (such as private equity).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Again, just a reminder, asset allocation is where and how much a client has invested in each asset class.- As in the above slides, these are alternatives to super as well as potential selections within super.- Again, they include equities, cash, fixed income securities, property and so forth. They all have different characteristics, structures, risk and return profiles.



Considerations in Asset Allocation

 When considering what is an appropriate asset allocation for you, here are the points to 
remember:
 We are all different. We are all different and what is a  suitable asset allocation  for one 

person may not be suitable for another person. 
 By diversifying amongst and within each of the asset classes, the overall risk of the portfolio is 

reduced.
 Different asset classes offer different returns and risks (“risk-return tradeoff”) which

means the more risk you take the higher your expected return is over the long term.
 Each asset class will have a different level of return and risk depending on underlying 

valuations & economic conditions at the time. 
 Determine long and short term goals.
 Time is your friend and use this to your advantage. Having a reasonable investment time 

period allows you to take advantage of compounding, the time value of money and ride 
out any periods of poor investment returns.

 Asset allocation is an ongoing process and may require adjustments.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- To wrap up before question time, some food for thought around items to consider when doing asset allocation include:- We are all different. What is suitable for one client may not be for another. - We can diversify with assets with uncorrelated risks and return.- Each asset class have differing returns and underlying valuations. - We should also consider short, and long term goals, timeframes and that asset allocation is an ongoing process that may adjustments.



Contact details and Questions?

Banyan Tree Investment Group
Level 2, 123 Clarence St, Sydney, NSW, 2000

Phone: (02) 9696 8162
Email: chhai.ung@banyantreeinvestmentgroup.com

Website: www.banyantreeinvestmentgroup.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Between Cristean and I, there's a lot of food for thought, here are my contact details now and afterwards.
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